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About ALIO 

In La�n, ALIO means “A �e�er Way”, and since ���1, ALIO Industries has been crea�ng a be�er way to meet industry demand for nanometer-level mo�on 
control.  
If you are not an expert in mo�on control, we have the experience to drive your mo�on control requirements and exceed your expecta�ons. We nurture a 
partnership rela�onship with our customers to ensure you have the opportunity to use our ��-year plus exper�se in the development of your mo�on 
control solu�on. 
ALIO offers what can be described as a high-end bou�que-like service from its world-class facili�es in �olorado. While providing an extensive range of off-
the-shelf products — including �exapod robo�c systems, air bearing systems, and linear and rotary nano-precision systems (with both mechanical and air 
bearings guides) — we also customi�e solu�ons, using our experience to create innova�ve cu�ng-edge mo�on control systems for your speci�c 
applica�ons. Our goal is always op�mi�ed solu�ons, within budget, and on �me� 
To achieve the precision and quality that our customers demand, we make everything under one roof in our state-of-the-art advanced machine shop, using 
cu�ng-edge technologies in controlled environments to ensure the produc�on of op�mi�ed mo�on control solu�ons. ALIO has 1���-part veri�ca�on 
which is unique in the mo�on control industry. 
With design, machining, metrology, manufacturing, and assembly teams all working together, ALIO nurtures cross-company collabora�on every day. This 
allows us to be flexible and nimble as we work with our customers to provide the ul�mate in high quality ultra-precise solu�ons. 
Where other companies see obstacles and problems, we see opportuni�es and solu�ons, and we are supremely precise. 
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Industrial Manufacturing 

Achieving compe��ve advantage in exac�ng specialized industrial manufacturing scenarios 
requires the use of the right mo�on control tools. Take a look at the produc�on of motors using 
electromagne�c components. In such a scenario, an e�cient coil with a high fill factor minimizes 
not only the amount of material and volume required for a given linear motor, wound 
electromagne�c component, or sub-component, but simultaneously improves the heat 
conduc�vity of the winding. In ultra-high-end industries like this, it is vital to use the best quality 
mo�on control products available, and to have available highly-customizable products and 
processes.   

ALIO provides monolithic, open-center X, Y, Z stages for such applica�ons, promo�ng high speed, 
high throughput, and low fric�on in a small footprint, scan �mes being reduced allowing be�er 
pre-scan images. 

Laser Machining/Processing 

Modern laser processing machines can cut complex shapes, but they are usually limited to 
working in 2D, meaning when more complex cuts are needed, it is necessary to cut in one 
dimension, turn the part and cut again. This process is �me consuming and costly. The accuracy, 
repeatability, and speed requirements of high-power laser opera�ons demand the employment 
of five degree of freedom mo�on control solu�ons that are capable of posi�oning and orienta�ng 
the target with respect to the laser�s� target interac�on point with high accuracy and precision 
again and again.  

ALIO promotes increased throughput, reduced run �me, and lower costs per run coupled with 
high quality and repeatable imaging by crea�ng a smoother, con�nuous scan process using a 
monolithic XY stage and a low fric�on ver�cal Z-stage for focusing. 
 

Industrial �uto�a�on � Laser Processing 
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Laser inscrip�on is vital when products, parts, or components need to be traced or iden��ed. It 
can be used to add inscrip�ons or iden�fying marks to a range of materials including natural / 
organic materials, plas�cs, metals, coated metals, stone, and glass. A par�cular and important 
applica�on is the inscrip�on of diamonds. Without causing any damage, a micro-laser beam is 
used to etch a microscopic inscrip�on on the girdle of the diamond. Most laser marking systems 
are restricted to opera�ng on a two-dimensional plane, and because of this can only scan on the 
X and Y axis, and also lack the ability to process materials that have a high hardness or low 
igni�on point.   

Using ALIO’s compact X,Y,� mo�on control systems is the answer, which exhibit  smooth travel, 
low fric�on, high s��ness and low dither which all enhance the clarity and versa�lity of the 
inscrip�on.  
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Digital Pathology 

�igital pathology is becoming a mainstream op�on for rou�ne diagnos�cs, faster whole slide 
image scanning being the key. However, state-of-the-art technical implementa�on of whole slide 
imaging in rou�ne diagnos�cs is comple�. �ypically, pre-scans of the whole slide at low-resolu�on 
are performed, and only �ssue detected on the pre-scan is then scanned at high-magnifica�on to 
reduce cycle �mes. �herefore, �ny �ssue par�cles might elude automa�c inclusion for final 
scanning and would be lost to evalua�on.  

ALIO provides monolithic, low-profile, open-center X, Y, Z electromagne�c driven stages for such 
applica�ons, promo�ng high speed, high throughput, and low fric�on in a small footprint, scan 
�mes being reduced allowing be�er pre-scan images. 

Genome Sequencing 

Genomics research allows the detailed understanding of the gene�c components of all the 
organisms. When undertaking genome sequencing, researchers are confronted by high cost and 
low throughput issues, and the problem of handling massive data sets. Automa�on is a 
par�cularly challenging element in the comple� instrumenta�on used, but has the ability to make 
a vital contribu�on to cost control. �ven minor varia�ons in the stage velocity or dri� of the 
trigger clock can cause poor imaging.   

ALIO promotes increased throughput, reduced run �me, and lower costs per run coupled with 
high quality and repeatable imaging by crea�ng a smoother, con�nuous scan process using a 
monolithic XY stage and a low fric�on ver�cal Z-stage for focusing. 

Life & Health Sciences 
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Medical & Clinical Devices 

Medical and clinical devices such as rigid or video endoscopes for diagnos�c imaging provide 
reliable diagnoses, and besides requiring perfectly aligned mechanical and op�cal parts, need 
herme�cally sealed construc�ons for sterili�a�on methods li�e autoclaving. To guarantee pin-
sharp images and the safety of pa�ents, utmost care in produc�on is a must.   

ALIO provides the Angulares Hybrid He�apod for such applica�ons, which accommodates large XY 
movement to shi� the instrument from process step to process step.  
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Measurement & Ins�e��on �ools 

Today’s metrology systems require rapid measurement of complex part geometries such as 
bores, undercuts, edges and chamfers, and precise inspec�on of the most intricate parts. 2D data 
or par�al coverage of a part are o�en not su�cient anymore even for large parts. For market-
leading large FOV 3D metrology tools, the best sensors and encoders can only achieve their 
required accuracy when the underlying mo�on system is at least as good or an order of 
magnitude be�er.   

ALIO provides near air-bearing performance crossed roller bearing XY Nano Metrology® stages 
with up to 450mm travel range.  

����s �es�ng� �ssem�ly & �al��ra�on 

Camera array modules, transla�onal OI�, telescopic integrated lenses for miniature cameras 
(used in everyday products like cell phone cameras and drones) consist of various lenses. The 
industry trend is towards higher resolu�on 4� and �� lenses in smaller and smaller areas, 
requiring increased precision in all 6 mo�on axes to achieve these combined ob�ec�ves. �recise 
posi�oning of each lens is crucial for sharp, distor�on-free images. As all lenses have different 
diameters, a highly �exible system with mul�ple tool-center points is needed allowing the various 
components to be handled precisely and reliable, thereby cu�ng down tool costs, produc�on 
�me, and scrap.   

ALIO has developed the Mini Hybrid Hexapod® which is ideal for automated lens and camera 
alignment/bonding to CCD arrays.  

Metrology & the Measurement Industry 
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�ew and be�er metrology sensor designs have created the demand for nanometer-capable 
stages moving a sample or sensor over several hundred millimeters. Perfect flatness and point 
repeatability are required by today’s measurement systems, allowing measurements with sub-
micron accuracies. �he mo�on systems moving these sensors require an even higher precision — 
ideally an order of magnitude more precise than the sensor itself.   

���O provides its ver�cal Z-stages and monolithic �� bases. ���O’s uniquely designed Z-stage 
provides a completely linear-based ver�cal solu�on with near-air-bearing performance, order of 
magnitude more precise than tradi�onal Z-wedge solu�ons.   
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FPD, (O)LED Display Manufacturing 

As the Micro-LED market gears up for mass produc�on, the focus is shi�ing to the two ma�or 
challenges that slow down commercializa�on � low yield and high cost. Since the chip size of 
Micro LEDs can be as small as a single micron, exis�ng inspec�on equipment is inadequate in 
many respects. Many standard tools simply don’t provide high enough resolu�on. Moreover, 
with the smaller pixel sizes, there is also a drama�c rise in the number of pixels that need to be 
processed during inspec�on. �est technologies are therefore emerging such as 
electroluminescence �EL� which is able to iden�fy a great number of defects. EL tests LED chips by 
electrical excita�on, which requires physical probing of the electrical contacts, and since Micro 
LED chips are extremely small it is becoming increasingly challenging. Reaching the “point of 
interest” within a few nanometers is key to ensuring the LED chips don’t get damaged during the 
EL test.  

Micr��ac�ining � ���i��� Manufacturing 

Addi�ve manufacturing �AM� has long disrupted the prototyping stage of product development, 
but recent advances in speed of opera�on, improved materials, and op�miza�on so�ware, now 
see AM becoming a disrup�ve force in produc�on scenarios. �oday in many instances AM is a 
cost-e�ec�ve and �mely alterna�ve to conven�onal produc�on technologies. AM is the 
cornerstone of future digital produc�on infrastructure and is a key driver in the Industry 4.0 
revolu�on. AM promotes design freedom and s�mulates the crea�on of hitherto impossible to 
achieve geometric complexity. It also has the ability to localize produc�on and overcome issues 
associated with unwieldy interna�onal supply chains.     

ALIO’s por�olio represents a one-stop-shop covering all possible posi�oning requirements from a 
simple XY-stage, 6D Hybrid Hexapods, gantries, or fully assembled mo�on solu�ons.  

P��t�nics, Micr��ac�ining, �ss���ly � ��s�ng 
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Photonics & Fiber Alignment & Assembly 

�he use of L��s and laser chips, op�cal glass, detectors and image sensors, lenses, prisms, op�cal 
filters, gra�ngs, and op�cal fibers is becoming more and more common in various ver�cal 
markets. Associated manufacturing processes for products including such components may 
include the alignment and a�achment of free-space op�cs, the a�achment of pigtails, fiber 
arrays, and waveguides coupled to various types of light source, and the assembly and tes�ng of 
hybrid opto-electronic devices and high-power laser diodes. All such processes represent cu�ng-
edge, high-precision produc�on systems that u�li�e advanced automa�on approaches, regardless 
of the device material and target applica�on. �odular system architectures are required, so that 
exploratory, proof-of-process development — as well as high-volume manufacturing 
requirements and anything in-between — are addressable.  

ALIO’s hybrid planar and point-precision mo�on system design is two orders of magnitude more 
precise than any compe��ve solu�on.  
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Lithography 

Stepper lithography tools introduced a new level of resolu�on in the history of integrated circuit 
(I�) manufacturing, and are s�ll broadly used as they �eep costs and complexity fairly low in 
comparison to scanning lithography, even though scanning lithography has a few obvious 
advantages, including higher speed, larger image fields, and scan averaging of aberra�ons. 
�radi�onal 1X stepper lithography tools are somewhat limited in throughput as they require an 
excessive amount of �me to ramp up stage speed, decelerate stage speed, then stop and se�le. 
Mul�ply that �me with the several do�ens of shots needed in the lithography process, and the 
resul�ng throughput is rather low.    

ALIO’s patented air bearing stages enable the introduc�on of a new level of smooth, con�nuous 
serpen�ne step-and-scan technique elimina�ng stops and wasted �me.  

�etro�ogy ��a�er��as� Inspec�on� 

As I�s are made for more and more complex applica�ons, the more sophis�cated metrology tools 
are needed with high-volume manufacturing in mind. �osi�on control for product wafer 
measurements, compliance for semiconductor produc�on clean room opera�on, highly reliable 
machine performance and low power consump�on and cost of ownership are all important. ALIO 
is adept at addressing these challenges, and can develop customi�ed solu�ons for specific 
customer applica�ons.    

One such was a wafer metrology low-profile XY-theta stage with large open aperture, finding a 
novel design approach for an open frame stage where the design doesn’t allow a centered drive 
to get a symmetric distribu�on of the force onto the axis. ALIO built a 300mm open center XY 
Nano Metrology stage with 3-Sigma, 6-D (linear, straightness, flatness, pitch, yaw and roll) and bi-
direc�onal repeatability of less than ��- ��0nm.  

Semiconductor Industry 
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Microelectronics Asse��l� � �es�n� 

In sensi�ve applica�on areas, such as medical, communica�ons, automo�ve, and aerospace 
technology, reliability of the underlying electronic systems is of utmost importance. Therefore, 
the semiconductor industry and manufacturers of electronic components and systems carry out 
thorough electrical tests on their products, in order to guarantee their failsafe opera�on.  

ALIO provides vacuum chuck rotary stage linear drives which allow for extremely precise 
posi�oning of the test probes for any package shape, any package size, and wafers. 
Independently controlled stages enable more flexibility for various electronic test scenarios and 
signi�cantly reduce handling e�orts and test �mes. 
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ALIO’s linear products have been designed and manufactured to have no equal in terms of performance 
and reliability. ALIO’s “mechanical”  bearing stages can perform at a level of precision that alterna�ve 
suppliers struggle to match with their “air” bearing stages. ALIO’s focus on 6-D Nano Precision® only — 
while others design and build to the 2-D world of planar repeatability and accuracy — keeps the company 
on the leading edge. All of the ALIO linear stage product families exhibit world class performance, 
component choice being dictated by the demands of exac�ng applica�ons and cost sensi�vity.  

ALIO does not build legacy products and is acutely aware of the 6-dimensional errors associated with 
simple linear mo�on. ALIO designs and manufactures with these issues in sharp focus with unique 
manufacturing techniques and leading-edge components tested to NIST traceable nano results. 

XY Travel 

30mm – 450mm  

Velocity 

0.3 – 1.0 m/sec 

Displacement 
Accuracy 

~<1.0μm 

�i-Direc�onal 
Repeatability 

Down to +/- 30nm 

Linear Resolu�on 

<5nm 

Learn More 
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Large Asymmetrical Monolithic XY Asymmetrical Monolithic XY Linear X with Precision Ball  

Low-profile Open-Centered XY  Open-Centered, Monolithic XY  Low-profile Linear X Linear X  Low-profile Enclosed XY  Enclosed Monolithic XY  
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ALIO Industries’ Z-Li� mo�on pla�orms were created to address the unavoidable inaccuracies of Z-wedge 
ver�cal stages, as well as to reduce the footprint and improve performance of linear stages mounted in 
the ver�cal orienta�on. �very component in a mo�on stage adds to the total error. Since Z-wedges have a 
minimum of three machined components with complex angles, three sets of bearings, a motor via a 
coupling, and an encoder, the result is a very inaccurate stage.  

ALIO answers this with a family of very high accuracy, highly repeatable ver�cal stages.  

Z Travel 

6mm – 200mm  

Velocity 

0.2 – 1.0 m/sec 

Displacement 
Accuracy 

~<1.0μm 

�i-Direc�onal 
Repeatability 

Down to +/- 45nm 

Linear Resolu�on 

<5nm 

Learn More 
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Linear �otor, �neu�a�c C�linder  Extra long travel Z High Load and Force Z 

Linear �otor, �agne�c �pring Nano Z® - Dual Voice Coil, AB Voice Coil  Z, user-swappable  Voice Coil Z, �agne�c �pring  High Force Voice Coil Z Voice Coil Z, �neu�a�c C�linder 
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ALIO Industries has also developed TRUE NANO® precision rotary stages to meet and exceed today’s 
demand �or high precision rotary mo�on. ALIO’s line o� rotary stages con�nues to expand as the company 
works with each individual customer on a one-to-one basis to provide customi�ed mo�on control 
solu�ons per�ectly aligned to the speci�cs o� par�cular applica�ons.  

Diameter 

56 – 312 mm  

Torque 

0.66 – 48 Nm 

Angular Accuracy 

Down to                 
+/- 3.0 arc-sec 

�i-Direc�onal 
Repeatability 

+/- 0.2 arc-sec 

Angular Resolu�on 

0.01—0.04 arc-sec 

Learn More 
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Linear Tripods with Rotary Linear Tripods 

Micron II Rotary Rotary with Large Aperture 360 degree Angular Contact Crossed Roller Bearing Rotary 2 Axis Gimbals Rota�onal Air Bearing �tages 
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ALIO’s patented next genera�on Hybrid Hexapod® takes a di�erent approach to tradi�onal 6 Degree of 
�reedom �6-DO�� posi�oning devices, and exhibits much higher performance at extremely compe��ve 
prices. The Hybrid Hexapod® combines a precision XY monolithic stage, tripod, and con�nuous rota�on 
theta-Z axis. This renders tradi�onal hexapod kinema�cs obsolete, with orders-of-magnitude 
improvements in precision, path performance, speed, s��ness and a larger work envelope with virtually 
unlimited XY travel, and fully programmable tool-center point loca�ons. 

The Hybrid Hexapod® has less than 100 nm 3-Dimensional 6 axis Point Precision® repeatability, making it 
an essen�al technology for mission cri�cal applica�ons in the laser processing, op�cal inspec�on, 
photonics, semiconductor, metrology, and medical device sectors, and indeed all micro-machining 
projects. 

Max. XY/Z/A/B/G 

Unlimited/60mm    
/60°/60°/360° 

Max. Linear, Ang. 
Velocity 

0.5m/s, 180deg/s  

Displacement 
Accuracy 

~<1.0μm 

Bi-Direc�onal 
Repeatability 

Down to +/- 80nm 

Linear Resolu�on 

<5nm 

Hybrid Hexapod 

Learn More 
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Angulares® - Extra large Tip/Tilt 

Miniature Hybrid Hexapods High Load Hybrid Hexapods High Torque Hybrid Hexapods Standard Hybrid Hexapods Linear Tripods with Rotary Linear Tripods 
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ALIO has introduced its new Micron 2 �μII� mo�on systems family to compete in the micron-level mo�on 
control market, where the demand is for low-cost, mid-precision, reliable, long travel stages. As with all 
ALIO’s Micron 2 �μII� mo�on systems are designed using the company’s uncompromising standards of 
“quality first” thereby ensuring long-term reliable opera�on. 

The Micron 2 �μII� recircula�ng ball rail bearing stages come as standard in sizes of 100mm up to 2 meter 
thus providing the end-user a solu�on for a large variety of applica�ons. The Micron 2 �μII� mo�on 
systems family is a robust, powerful line that is designed to be used either stand-alone, or as a top axis of 
an integrated solu�on. 

XY Travel 

100mm – 2000mm  

Accelera�on 

Up to 4G 

Displacement 
Accuracy 

~<1.0μm 

�i-Direc�onal 
Repeatability 

Down to +/- 0.5μm 

Linear Resolu�on 

<5nm 

Micron 2 (μII) Stages 

Learn More 
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Extra Large Linear X High-Force, High-Payload X Micron 2 Rotary Stages 

Ball Screw Driven X Large Carrier Linear X Wide Dual Rail Linear X Slim (Naked) Rail Linear X Slim Rail Linear X Dual Rail Linear X  
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AL�O �ndustries has developed leading-edge �-D Nano Posi�oning® air bearing mo�on systems for a wide 
range of applica�ons in manufacturing, inspec�on/repair, and metrology. With several patent-pending 
designs for Planar and Nano Z®, AL�O is well-posi�oned for the ne�t genera�on applica�on demands of 
TRUE NANO® precision in photovoltaic, semiconductor, ink �et deposi�on, lithography, and op�cal 
inspec�on applica�ons.  

XY Travel 

200mm – 1000mm  

Velocity, 
Accelera�on 

>1.0 m/sec , >1G 

Displacement 
Accuracy 

<0.5μm 

�i-Direc�onal 
Repeatability 

Down to +/- 100nm 

Payload Capacity 

20kg (80kg Opt.) 

Air Bearing Systems 

Learn More 
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�ota�onal Air Bearing Stages Planar XY Stages Nano Z® - Dual Voice Coil, AB  
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A gantry robot consists of a manipulator mounted onto an overhead system and allows movement across 
a horizontal plane. Gantry robots are also called linear or cartesian robots and are typically large systems 
built with linear guide rails that undertake pick and place ac�ons� and they can also be used in applica�ons 
such as welding. �artesian gantries are rela�vely simple to program when compared to alterna�ve mo�on 
control solu�ons� and in addi�on� they are not limited by �oor space constraints. ALIO’s cartesian gantries 
are  characterized by large work areas and superior posi�oning accuracy.  

XY Travel 

200mm –2000mm  

Accelera�on 

1.5 – 3.5 G 

Displacement 
Accuracy 

~<1.0μm 

�i-Direc�onal 
Repeatability 

Down to +/- 30nm 

Linear Resolu�on 

<5nm 

Cartesian Gantries 

Learn More 
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��a�is ����ns 

Linear motor or screw drive 
Linear or rotary brake available 
Air or pneuma�c counterbalance 
Counterbalance biased AWAY from collision 
�osi�on trigger capable with ALIO controller 

��tar��a�is ����ns 

56mm to 208mm diameter 
�p to 20�m tor�ue ra�ng 
�inema�c e�ua�ons included with ALIO controller 
Air purge for contaminant protec�on 
�osi�on trigger capable with ALIO controller 

�n�erte� �ri��� ����ns 

Linear motor or screw drive 
�inema�c e�ua�ons included with ALIO controller 
High precision, closed-loop feedback 
Counterbalance biased AWAY from collision (linear 
motor driven solu�ons� 
�osi�on trigger capable with ALIO controller 

�r�nni�n �r����t s����rt ��a� r�tar� ����ns 

104mm to 208mm diameter 
�p to 20�m tor�ue ra�ng 
�inema�c e�ua�ons included with ALIO controller 
Air purge for contaminant protec�on �osi�on trigger 
capable with ALIO controller 

��a� r�tar� ����ns ��tar��a�is ����ns �n�erte� �ri��� ����ns ��a�is ����ns Cartesian Gantries—SNH2  
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It is ALIO’s ability to truly customi�e its core mo�on control solu�ons that sets it apart from alterna��e 
solu�on pro�iders� o�ering signi�cant �alue added by exactly matching OEM customers’ needs as well as 
pushing the en�elope for new world nano-precision applica�ons� ALIO’s on-going focus on exceeding OEM 
requirements helps its customers become leaders in their respec��e industry sectors� 

Customers approach ALIO for unique applica�ons due to the company’s long track record of successfully 
deli�ering complex prototypes that meet or exceed speci�ca�ons the �rst �me� 
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Nano Metrology® 

Nano �etrology® was registered in deference to the evolu�on and 
novel designs of metrology sensors which created a need for be�er 
stages to move the sample or sensor. ALIO introduced the novel idea of 
nanometer precision of straightness of travel to reduce the uncertainty 
of measurement, and has the ability to measure at the nanometer level 
of uncertainty which include mo�on and sensor combined error 
quo�ents. 

Nano Z® 

The Nano Z® trademark was born out of work that ALIO undertook in 
the semiconductor industry on a planar XY air bearing and an air 
bearing Z stage for wafer manufacturing and metrology. The Z li� stage 
design was so novel that ALIO trademarked its name, and it reinforces 
the company’s ability to move in Z, ver�cal, or li� a part with 
nanometer-level precision. 

Hybrid Hexapod® 

�ybrid refers to a new and some�mes novel approach of combining 
two pla�orms that improve the performance of each design as a whole. 
�exapods have been known for years as a 6-axis parallel kinema�c 
structure. ALIO’s hybrid approach — which consists of a monolithic XY 
base, tripod, and (if required) a 360 degree rotary stage —  is 2 orders 
of magnitude more precise than all other hexapods built today (or 
tomorrow) simple based on basic physics of mo�on and the error 
quo�ent. 

Glossary 

�r�e Nano Posi�oning® and �r�e Nano® 

�eal posi�oning performance at the nanometer level based on fully 
documented NIST traceable proof of performance to registered 
standards. �esolu�on means absolutely nothing in the True Nano® 
world. 

6-D Nano Precision® 

6-D refers to the 6 dimensions of mo�on� linear, straightness, flatness, 
pitch, yaw and roll. Nano Precision refers to documented proof of 
performance at or below the +/- 450 nm level. 6-D Nano Precision® 
means the documented proof of performance over all 6 degrees of 
freedom of a body in mo�on at the nanometer level of precision. 

Point Precision® or 6-D Point Precision® 

Point Precision® and 6-D Point Precision® both de�ne bi-direc�onal 
repeatability of all 6 degrees of freedom (linear, straightness, flatness, 
pitch, yaw and roll) to a single point of precision in space for a single 
mo�on stage, or in ALIO’s case we push this singular stage approach 
even further with our monolithic XY stages which have combined 6-D 
point precision at the nanometer precision level of both axes combined. 
Without 6D point precision, claims of accuracy and repeatability are at 
best pointless, and at worst knowingly misleading. 
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Nano Metrology® 

Nano �etrology® was registered in deference to the evolu�on and 
novel designs of metrology sensors which created a need for be�er 
stages to move the sample or sensor. ALIO introduced the novel idea of 
nanometer precision of straightness of travel to reduce the uncertainty 
of measurement, and has the ability to measure at the nanometer level 
of uncertainty which include mo�on and sensor combined error 
quo�ents. 

Nano Z® 

The Nano Z® trademark was born out of work that ALIO undertook in 
the semiconductor industry on a planar XY air bearing and an air 
bearing Z stage for wafer manufacturing and metrology. The Z li� stage 
design was so novel that ALIO trademarked its name, and it reinforces 
the company’s ability to move in Z, ver�cal, or li� a part with 
nanometer-level precision. 

Hybrid Hexapod® 

�ybrid refers to a new and some�mes novel approach of combining 
two pla�orms that improve the performance of each design as a whole. 
�exapods have been known for years as a 6-axis parallel kinema�c 
structure. ALIO’s hybrid approach — which consists of a monolithic XY 
base, tripod, and (if required) a 360 degree rotary stage —  is 2 orders 
of magnitude more precise than all other hexapods built today (or 
tomorrow) simple based on basic physics of mo�on and the error 
quo�ent. 

Glossary 

�r�e Nano Posi�oning® and �r�e Nano® 

�eal posi�oning performance at the nanometer level based on fully 
documented NIST traceable proof of performance to registered 
standards. �esolu�on means absolutely nothing in the True Nano® 
world. 

6-D Nano Precision® 

6-D refers to the 6 dimensions of mo�on� linear, straightness, flatness, 
pitch, yaw and roll. Nano Precision refers to documented proof of 
performance at or below the +/- 450 nm level. 6-D Nano Precision® 
means the documented proof of performance over all 6 degrees of 
freedom of a body in mo�on at the nanometer level of precision. 

Point Precision® or 6-D Point Precision® 

Point Precision® and 6-D Point Precision® both de�ne bi-direc�onal 
repeatability of all 6 degrees of freedom (linear, straightness, flatness, 
pitch, yaw and roll) to a single point of precision in space for a single 
mo�on stage, or in ALIO’s case we push this singular stage approach 
even further with our monolithic XY stages which have combined 6-D 
point precision at the nanometer precision level of both axes combined. 
Without 6D point precision, claims of accuracy and repeatability are at 
best pointless, and at worst knowingly misleading. 
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ALIO Industries joined the Allied Mo�on family of mo�on control companies in 2021. 
Allied Mo�on �echnologies, Inc. (“Allied Mo�on”) is a global company that designs, manufactures and sells precision and specialty mo�on control 
components and systems used in a broad range of industries. While serving a very broad base of industries, the primary target markets are the Vehicle, 
Medical, Aerospace & Defense, Electronics and Industrial markets. �he products and solu�ons support a wide variety of applica�ons in these markets and 
include brush and brushless DC motors, brushless servo and torque motors, coreless DC motors, integrated brushless motor-drives, gearmotors, gearing, 
modular digital servo drives, mo�on controllers, incremental and absolute op�cal encoders, and associated mo�on control-related products. 

�eing a part of Allied Mo�on benefits ALIO customers as the company is now part of a financially robust interna�onal technology corpora�on with global 
manufacturing and distribu�on reach, and the resources to ensure consistent medium- to long-term supply and support. ALIO can also now benefit from 
Allied Mo�on’s lean manufacturing and con�nuous improvement processes, and access to Allied’s interna�onal supply chain. 
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Alio leverancier in Nederland:

Groneman BV
Amarilstraat 11
7554 TV Hengelo (ov)
Tel +31(0)74 - 255 11 55
www.groneman.nl


